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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let G be an algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field k, 
and RAT(G) the category of rational G-modules. For any closed subgroup 
H of G and any rational H-module V, let V Ig denote the rational 
G-module induced from I’. The induction functor ( - ) Ig: RAT(H) + 
RAT(G) is left exact and we denote its derived functors by L;,J - ) for 
n=o, 1, 2, . . . . 

Of course these derived functors are 0 for n 2 1 whenever ( - ) 1 g is exact, 
and by a result of Cline, Parshall, and Scott [3] this happens precisely 
when G/H is an afftne variety. So the case of an afftne quotient is 
characterized by the vanishing of the higher derived functors. In a like vein, 
in this paper we will attempt to find a property of these functors which 
characterizes the case of a projective quotient. Since by definition G/H is 
projective iff H = P is a parabolic subgroup of G, we are in effect looking 
for a cohomological characterization of parabolic subgroups of G. 

The property of the functors L;,J - ) we consider is a certain finiteness 
condition explained below. The author was originally led to consider this 
question in [14], where induction from certain nonparabolic subgroups is 
studied and is shown to have this finiteness property. 

It is well known that for every rational H-module V there is an induced 
bundle L, on G/H with rank equal to dim I’, such that L;,J V) identifies 
naturally with the sheaf cohomology group H”((G/H, L.). See [4] for 
details. 

Thus we may apply standard results from algebraic geometry to obtain 
some basic facts. For example, Lg,G( - ) = 0 for n > dim(G/H), and Serre’s 
theorem gives the easy half of the result of Cline, Parshall, and Scott men- 
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tioned above. Moreover, if V is finite dimensional then L, is a coherent 
sheaf. If G/P is projective then by a result of Serre H”(G/P, L,) is finite 
dimensional for all n. In other words Lnp,J V) is finite dimensional 
whenever V is. We shall say that Lnp,J - ) preserves finite dimensionality. 
These theorems of Serre and Grothendieck may be found in Chapter 3 
of [8]. 

Unlike Serre’s characterization of affme spaces, the projective version is 
not known to have a converse. Let G be a reductive group and H a closed 
subgroup (which we hope to prove is parabolic). For technical reasons it is 
easiest to work with subgroups H which are connected and contain some 
maximal torus T of G. (Certainly H must have those properties, if it is to 
be parabolic in G). We conjecture that the converse to Serre’s result holds 
in these circumstances. That is, we have: 

Conjecture A. Let G be a reductive algebraic group, and H a closed, 
connected subgroup of G containing T. Then H is parabolic iff L;J - ) 
preserves finite dimensionality for all n. 

In Section 2 we reduce the conjecture to the case when H is solvable. 
This part of the proof does not depend on char k. We also take a detailed 
look at some special cases. In Section 3 we handle the solvable case when 
char k = 0. In Section 4 we conclude with some partial results in the prime 
characteristic case and some related results. 

We set up some notation which will hold throughout the remainder of 
the paper. The end (or absence) of a proof is indicated by the symbol 1. Let 
0 denote the root system of the pair (G, T), ,4 the weight lattice, and let W 
be the Weyl group. The characters of T form a sublattice of A. Once a 
Bore1 subgroup B is fixed, it corresponds to a choice of simple roots A. 
Each character J. of T determines a one-dimensional B-module which we 
also denote by A. We will use S2 = {o,, 02, . . . . o,} to denote the set of fun- 
damental dominant weights dual to A, n + for the set of dominant weights. 
More generally A< is { 1 E n 1 (A, y ) > OVy E J}, the set of “J-dominant” 
weights, where Js A. Here (1, y ) is an abbreviation for 2(& y )/(y, y) as 
in [9]. 

If H is a closed, connected subgroup of G containing T, then the results 
of [l] imply that H has a Levi decomposition H = L . Ur (semidirect 
product) where U, is the unipotent radical of H and L is reductive. 

If VE RAT(H), then VH is the fixed point space of V. If V is an 
irreducible H-module, then VU1 is nonempty (because U, is unipotent) and 
a submodule (because U, 4 H), hence is all of V making it the same thing 
as an irreducible L-module. Since T c L and L is reductive we can list these 
irreducibles as they have highest weights which are dominant weights for 
the pair (L, T). For example, if H is the standard parabolic P,, an 
irreducible PJmodule has its highest weight in A<, and there is one 
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PJrreducible S,(p) with highest weight p for each J-dominant character 
of T. See [14] for more details. In particular, S(p) will denote the 
G-irreducible with highest weight p E II + . 

Because Tc H, every rational H-module is a direct sum of T-weight 
spaces, so one may define A( V) = {I E /1 I V, # 0}, the T-weights of V, and 
the formal character x(V) of V which is the following formal sum in the 
integral group ring of/i: 

where m, = dim V,. 
Recall that the unipotent radical U of B is (as an algebraic variety) 

isomorphic to a direct product of one parameter root groups U,, as y 
ranges over @+. In particular, if k[X,] denotes the polynomial ring which 
is the coordinate ring of U,, then as k-algebras, k[U] g BYE@+ k[X,]. 
Moreover, as T normalizes each U,, this decomposition is T-equivariant, 
so we can consider the formal character of k[U]. In this decomposition, 
the monomial X, has T-weight -y. 

Clearly, the same holds when instead of U, one works with the variety 
n U, where the product is over any subset S of @+, even if this variety is 
not a subgroup. In particular if S is any subset of @+, let A, denote the 
k-algebra which is the coordinate ring of this variety; so A, = BYE s k[X,]. 

The formal character of As is 

= n (1+e-Y+e-2Y+ ..a) 
YES 

= n (1 +eeY+(ePy)*+ ...) 
YES 

= fl (1 -e-Y)-1. 
YCS 

If JE A, then let E, be the subspace of E spanned by J where E is the 
ambient Euclidean space of @. Let L,U, be the Levi decomposition of P,, 
so L, is reductive with root system QJ and Weyl group W,. We let Q = Z@ 
be the root lattice and QJ = ZJ the root lattice in E, (where Z denotes the 
integers). Also U, is a product (as varieties) of root groups U, for 
YE@+ -@J’ where @p: are the positive roots in QJ. More generally let 
U denote the unipotent 
przduct of the U, for y E @i 

radical of P, n L K if Js K E A which is a 
-@J’. Similarly U; denotes the product of 

the U, for -YE@+ -@J’. 

481/121/2-3 
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If S is a finite set of weights, let /i +(S) denote (C,,, n,y 1 nY is a non- 
negative integer Vy E S} which we call the integral cone spanned by S. For 
example, n +(sZ) is just /i + , while (l+(d) is the positive part Q+ of the 
root lattice Q. Similarly we have QT = /1 +(J). Let l(w) denote the length of 
a reduced expression for w E W. We define the “dot” action of W by 
w.R=w(A-p)+p, where p=C;=,wj. 

We conclude this section with the following remarks about the functors 
Lnp,o( - ) where P is a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group G. In 
characteristic 0, the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem completely describes their 
effects on any irreducible P-module. We will find this theorem useful in 
Section 3 so we state it in the case of a Bore1 subgroup B. 

THEOREM 1 (Bott [2]). Suppose char k = 0 and let 1 be a character of 
T, regarded as a B-module. Then: 

(a) If there is an u E @+ with (A, a) = + 1, then L;;),Jl) = 0 for all n. 

(b) Otherwise there is a unique w E W with w. II E -A+. Then 
L”,*.(i) = 0 unless n = Z(w) in which case it is isomorphic to w .A 1 g, which is 
an irreducible G-module with lowest weight w ‘1. 1 

In prime characteristics, only part of this remains true (see Kempf [lo]), 
but it is enough to show that L”,,,( -) preserves finite dimensionality 
without using Serre’s result. We illustrate this in Section 2. 

2. SOME SPECIAL CASES 

Now, assume Tc H 5 G, and let L . Ui be the Levi decomposition of H. 
Choose any Bore1 subgroup B with Tc B and U, c B. Then Bn H = 
(B n L) . Ui . Note that B n H is also a closed connected subgroup con- 
taining T, which is solvable (since Bn H E B). Thus, an irreducible 
B n H-module is of the form 1, for some 1 E /i. Observe that H/(B n H) r 
L. Ui /(B n L) U, z L/( B n L) which is projective because B n L is a Bore1 
subroup of L. In particular LznH,” ( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for 
all q. Assume that L$,o( - ) also preserves finite dimensionality for all p. 
It follows that the composite L&(Lsrr& -)) preserves finite dimen- 
sionality for all p, q. 

But this is the Ep” term of a spectral sequence which converges to 
L$+,G,o( - ). Indeed transitivity of induction implies that ( - ) 1 gn H = 
C-J IZo(-1 cm/f which leads to a spectral sequence of derived functors 
which we refer to as a spectral sequence of induction. 

Since ETq( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for all p, q, so does Es’J( - ), 
it being a subquotient of the former. But then @p+q=n Ep&p( - ) preserves 
finite dimensonality for each n, and so L;5nH,G( - ) preserves finite 
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dimensionality for all n. Suppose the conjecture holds for solvable groups. 
Then B A H is parabolic and solvable, hence B n H is a Bore1 subgroup B’. 
But then B’ = B n H c_ B and all Bore1 subgroups have the same dimension, 
hence B’ = B. We have shown that Bn H = B and so BS H. But then H is 
parabolic, since it contains a Bore1 subgroup of G. 

Thus we see that in any characteristic, Conjecture A reduces to the case 
H is solvable. For the remainder of this section we concentrate on some 
particular solvable subgroups of G. Namely H will be the semidirect 
product of T with U,, the unipotent radical of P,. We regard this as a 
generalization of the case when J is empty where H is just T+ U= B. 

There is a well-known approach to show that induction (-) 1; preserves 
finite dimensionality which is based on properties of cyclic G-modules 
generated by maximal vectors, combined with a result [7] from invariant 
theory. Recall that a maximal vector is a U-fixed weight vector. Accor- 
dingly we study cyclic G-modules generated by weight vectors which are 
fixed by U,. The necessary result from invariant theory has been extended 
to this case in [6]. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V be a rational G-module, and suppose there is a 
nonzero v E V,u/ for some 1 E A(V). Let V be the cyclic G-submodule of V 
generated by v. Then: 

(a) A(V)E&, where 

(b) AE w,V+)= {W(P) I PEA+, WE %I. 
(c) V is generated by a Urfixed weight vector with a dominant weight. 

(d) Assume 1 E A + without loss of generality by (c). Then V is finite 
dimensional and has a filtration V = V,, I> V,- 1 1 ... 2 V,-, = 0 such that 
Vi/Vi _ 1 is a cyclic submodule of V/Vi-, generated by a maximal vector vi of 
weight pi E A + and such that pi E I + Q, +.Moreovertf’ui~,uj+Q~ thenj>i. 

(e) Suppose @ is an irreducible root system and J is a proper subset of 
A. Then I = 0 implies VS k. 

Proof. Let Al be the subspace of f spanned by weight vectors whose 
weights belong to 4. Define a morphism of varieties f: G + P by 
f(g) = g. v. This is a morphism because P is rational, and Im(f) is the 
orbit G. v in f, whose linear span is V. Let u1 luZ be an arbitrary element of 
U;L,U,= U-P,. Thenf(u,lu,)=u,lu,~v=u,l~v because U,fixes v. But 
1. v is necessarily a sum of weight vectors with weights in A+ Q,. Clearly u1 
sends each such weight vector to a sum of weight vectors with weights in 
4, by considering how each U-, acts, where y E @’ - @:. Thus u, 1. v is a 
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sum of weight vectors in A,, so f (U,- P,) s Al. But U,- P, is dense in G, 
whence f (G) c A,. But if Im(f) s Al so is its linear span V, so /i( I’) E 4 
as claimed in (a). 

Define d=(p~/i ((p,y)20 for all YE@+-@:) and also define 
93={p~A 1 (p,y)>O for all y~W,(d--J)}, where W,(d-J)= 
{w(y) 1 w E W, and y E d -J}. Then recall that the elements of W, all send 
some positive roots from @J’ into negative roots, while permuting the 
remainder of the positive roots @+ -QT. In particular if y E A -J and 
wE W, then WE@+ -@J’, so if ALE d then automatically ,~EE. Notice 
that when J is empty both s&’ and 63 reduce to the dominant weights /1+ . 
In fact if J is nonempty we see n + E & in any case, but d is Wrstable 
because W, permutes @ + - @J’ and ( -, - ) is W-invariant. Thus we 
obtain W,(A + ) E W,(d) = d, and d E 33 from above. 

Now we claim 93 E W,(A +). Indeed if p E .2# then (p, y) > 0 for all 
YE W,(A-J), so (w(p), y) >O for all YE A-J and all WE W,. But this 
says that every Wrconjugate of ,u is (A - J)-dominant. On the other hand 
exactly one of these conjugates is J-dominant. Indeed write p = p, + p2 with 
p, E E, and pLz orthogonal to E,. Let A, denote the weight lattice for the 
root system @, in EJ. Note that precisely one WJ-conjugate of pi belongs 
to (/iJ)+ beause W, acts simply transitively on the chambers of E,, 
while W, acts trivally on p2. Moreover p is J-dominant in n if and only 
if ,4 E (AJ) +, so we see exactly one WJconjugate of p belongs to 
A-’ n Ad++J = /1+ so p E W,(A + ) 
W:( A + ) and so they are all equal. 

as claimed. Hence W,(A + ) E d E $4 E 

Now by (a), the only weights V contains which are greater than 1 are 
actually greater than ;L in the J-relative partial order. Of course 
s,(A)~/i( V) for each simple UE A, so if CI is not an element of J then 
(1, a) 2 0, beause s,(n) = 2 - (2, a)~ This shows 2 E A:-J. When J is 
empty so that T. U, = T. U = B, this is the standard method to show 
LEA+. However, when J#d then ny-J) is too large and contains weights 
which could not possibly correspond to a UrIixed vector. By considering 
(2, y ) for all y E @ + -@J’ (the roots of U,), not just for YE A -J we 
obtain s,(n) = A- (1, y ) y E n(V). But y is not an element of @J’ Z. 
(I,y)30asabove.Butthisshows (;1,y)>OforallyE@+-@I soil~93 
which we know is the same as W,(A + ), proving (b). 

For (c), merely note that if n represents w E W, with w(1) E n + , then V 
is also generated by n . v E Vwcl), since v is in the G-orbit of n . v. Also note 
n. v is Urlixed because n normalizes U,. Thus we may replace v by n . v 
without loss of generality to assume I is dominant. 

For (d) observe that every vector of f lies in a finite dimensional sub- 
module because P is rational, so V is finite dimensional. Choose a weight 
vector vi with weight ~1~ maximal in the set {ALE n(V) ( PLEA + Q; }. If 
U,~U,and UEU,, then u~v,=~~+~,,,~c,~~,+,,~ where v,,,+,,,,EV~,+,,~. 
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If c, # 0 then V contains a weight vector of weight p1 + ny which is strictly 
greater than pi, and pi belongs to ,l + Q: ; so ,ui + ny E 1+ Q +. But again 
by (a) the only weights of V greater than Iz are greater in the J-relative par- 
tial order so pi + ny E 1+ QT. But ,u~ E I + Q: so ny E Q,, a contradiction 
because y E @ + - @; implies y is not in the subspace E,. Thus each c, = 0 
and so u fixes ul. Hence U, fixes u1 and by the maximality of pi, vi E V”y 
for y E @J’ as well so u1 is fixed by all of U and thus vi is a maximal vector 
of V; U,E V,“, with P~E~+Q:. 

Let V, be the cyclic submodule of Y generated by ul. It may be the case 
that u E V,, so V, is all of V and the filtration has only one term. Otherwise 
apply the same process to V/V,. Since A( V/V, ) E /1( V) and ( V/ VI)2 # 0, 
we may find a nonzero 6,~ (V/V,),, with p2e I + QT and maximal in 
n(V/V,) with respect to this property. Moreover p2 is not greater than p, 
in the J-relative partial order, since then VP2 #O in contradiction to the 
maximality of p, . Let Fz be the cyclic G-module of V/V, generated by V2, 
and let V, be the inverse image of Pz under the quotient map V + V/V,. 
Continuing in this manner, we build a filtration Vi E V, E . . . such that 
Vi/Vi- I is a cyclic submodule of V/Vi-, generated by a maximal vector vi 
of weight pi E A + QT. Also pi E pj + Q: *j 2 i by maximality at each stage. 
Since ,4(V) is finite, this filtration terminates eventually. Let V, be the last 
term of the filtration. Then (V/V,,), =O, or else we could extend the 
filtration. But then u E V, so V, = V as claimed. 

Now (e) follows from (d). Indeed if J is empty, then V is a maximal 
vector of weight 0 and it is known that such a vector generates k as a 
G-module. In the more general case, let V, E V, E ... s V, be the filtration 
of (d). Each pi is an element of 1+ Q: = Q: when 1= 0, while also being 
dominant so pLi E Q: n n + . But if Jf A and @ is an irreducible root 
system, then we leave it to the reader to check that QT n/i + = (0). Thus 
each pi = 0 so in particular J = 0 is already maximal in {p E A( V) I /J E Q: }, 
so u is itself a maximal vector. But again, a G-module generated by a 
maximal vector of weight 0 is just k. 1 

THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a reductiue algebraic group, let JE A, but J# A 
and let H= T. U,. Then: 

(a) k[G]“rk j$gk. 

(b) ( - ) 1 z preserves finite dimensionality. 

(c) IfF’eRAT(H) with -A(V)n W,(A+)=#, then VI$=O. 

Proof: We prove the theorem in the case when G is almost simple so 
that @ is an irreducible root system. The reader may easily extend it first to 
the case when G is semisimple and then to the reductive case by a repeated 
application of 4.1 of [S]. 
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To prove (a), note that k I$~k[G]Hz(k[G]UJ)rrk[G]~. Letfbe a 
nonzero function from this space. Then by part (e) of the last proposition, 
the cyclic G-submodule generated byf is isomorphic to k. In particular all 
of U fixes f, so f belongs to k[GIB E k[G/B], the coordinate ring of a pro- 
jective variety, so f must be a constant function. Thus k[GIH r k[GIB z k, 
as claimed. One could also use the results of [ 123 to show (a). 

For (b) and (c), we induct on dim(V). If V is one-dimensional, T/Z -1 
for some 2 E A, so we have T-module isomorphisms, 

-1 Izz(k[G]O -n)~=(k[G-JUJO -J),rk[G],U@ -A, 

as U, acts trivially on -A. If A = 0 then i 1 g is finite dimensional by (a), so 
assume A #O. The main result in [6] states that k[GIUJ is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. Choose generators (fi} for i= 1,2, . . . . r such that 
fi. t = pi(t) fj for some pi E A. Then -pi E W,(/i + ) for all i. Indeed let P be 
k[G] under the action f + f. gP ‘. Then A E VP, and is UJ-fixed, so let Vi 
be the cyclic submodule generated by fi and apply proposition 2.2(b) to 
obtain -pi E W,(/i + ) for all i. Moreover, we may assume pi # 0 since by 
(a) only the constant functions are H-invariant. Thus k[G],UJ is the space 
spanned by all monomials n;=, f y with il = XI=, mi( -pi) for some non- 
negative integers mi. Since each - ,U~ E W,( A + ) and mi > 0, we see that this 
equation is satisfied only when 1 E W,(A + ). This proves (c) if V is one- 
dimensional. Moreover, (b) follows provided we can show that there are 
only finitely many solutions to the equation A = I;=, mj( -pi) for mi 2 0 
and 1 E W,(A + ). But notice that for any y E n we have (1,~) = 
XI=, mi( -pi, 7). Suppose we can find a y with (-pi, y) > 1 for each i. 
Then the latter equation implies that (2, y) >mi( -pi, y) 2rni (because 
each term in the sum is nonnegative) and so mi is bounded above by 
(1, y ) for each i. Since there eare only finitely many nonnegative integral 
combinations with the coefficients bounded, there are indeed only finitely 
many solutions (and (1 + (2, y ))’ is a coarse upper bound on the number 
of solutions). It remains to show such a y exists. 

Let Y =Ca,Ed--J oi where oi is the fundamental dominant weight dual to 
ai. Note that y # 0 because J # A, while the case J empty gives y = p. The 
reader may check that (p, y ) > 0 for all p E W,(A +), with equality iff 
p = 0, so that y has the desired properties. This establishes (b) if Vr -;1. 

In general for a finite dimensional V, find an H-stable line in V (possible 
because H is solvable) spanned by a weight vector V of weight 1 E n(V). So 
there is a short exact sequence of H-modules with A( V) = A( V/J.) u (A}: 

o-i-, v-t v/1-+0. 

Apply induction to obtain a long exact sequence: 

o--+1 I$- vlg+(v/A) Ig- -1.. 
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Now by induction on the dimension of V, (b) and (c) hold for ,l and 
V/L, and the long sequence shows that V 1 z is also finite dimensional so (b) 
holds in general. It also shows that (c) holds for finite dimensional modules 
V, so the general case of (c) follows by a direct limit argument. 1 

In contrast to this theorem, induction from H to P, rather than to G 
fails to preserve finite dimensionality. Indeed, if J# 4, take L = 0 and 
observe HL, = P,, so 4.1 of [ 51 implies 

which is the coordinate ring of the affine space L,/T. Since J is nonempty, 
this variety is at least one-dimensional so its coordinate ring is an infinite 
dimensional k-space. The next result takes care of parabolics between P, 
and G. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose Jc KG A with J nonempty, and let 
H = T. UJ. Then ( - ) (2 preserves finite dimensionality unless J = K. 

Proof: As in the theorem, it suffices to consider the case I’= -1. We 
have -1 12 ILK= -A 1; 13 lL,g -2 1; lBnLK ILK by 4.1 of [S]. Since 
JG K, H(B n LK) = B so 4.1 of [S] again applies to give 

the last isomorphism by transitivity of induction. As noted above, if J= K, 
this is just -I 1 T LJ which is infinite dimensional in general. If J# K then 
Hn(BnL,)zT.U,, is the semidirect product of T with the unipotent 
radical U,, of a parabolic subgroup of L,, viz. P,n L,. So -1 IFUuK,’ is 
finite dimensional by the theorem applied to L,. [ 

Observe that when J is empty, Theorem 2.2 reduces to the statement that 
( - ) 1 z preserves finite dimensionality, as mentioned above. We use this to 
show that if P is parabolic, then Lnp,G ( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for 
all n. 

First, reduce the problem to the case when P= B, a Bore1 subgroup as 
follows: let B be a Bore1 subgroup with BE PE G. Consider the spectral 
sequence of induction created by ( - ) 1: = ( - ) 1 z 0 ( - ) 1 i. We have 
ET’( V) z LPp,,-( Lj,p( V)), and it converges to LpS;fG4( V). 

But if VE RAT(P), by the tensor identity we have 
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The last isomorphism follows from Theorem 1 in characteristic 0 and 
Kempf’s theorem in prime characteristics. Thus the sequence collapses to 
an isomorphism Lnp,J V) g L’&( V lB), for all n k 0 and VE RAT(P). So it 
suffices to show L;,J - ) preserves finite dimensionality. 

Now consider the case n = 0 and apply Theorem 2.2 in case J is empty. 
So induction ( - ) 1 g preserves finite dimensionality and the result is true 
for n = 0. We will now use a form of dimension-shifting to induct on n. Let 
II be a character of B and write A = Cw,+o nisi where ni E Z. Let 
r = Max( { -ni} u {0}), so r 20 and with equality if and only if 1 is 
dominant. Set ,U = I + rp where p = xo,ER oi. An easy calculation shows 
that p is dominant, so there exists an irreducible G-module S(p) with 
highest weight p, where the p-weight space is a B-submodule. Apply 
( - ) @ - rp to obtain a short exact sequence of B-modules: 

0-+2+,9(p)@ -rp-+Q-0. 

Now induce this sequence up to G, use the tensor identity and Kempf’s 
theorem (or Borel-Weil Bott if char k = 0) on terms of the form L&J -rp) 
to obtain: 

(a) an exact sequence 

By (a), L&JA) is finite dimensional because Q is finite dimensional and 
result is true for n = 0. So by induction on dim V, the result is true for 
n = 1. But then it is true for all n by (b) and induction on n. So Lnp,o( -) 
preserves finite dimensionality for all II. We mention this approach only 
because from the point of view of representation theory, it is desirable to 
have arguments which use as little sheaf cohomology as possible. 

3. THE CHARACTERISTIC 0 CASE 

In this section, G is a semisimple or reductive group defined over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. H is a closed connected 
solvable subgroup of G containing T. In particular H lives inside some 
Bore1 subgroup B. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let T E H c B, where H is connected and strictly smaller 
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than B. Choose H’ 2 H with H’/H g Us for some /I E @ +. Then for any A E A 
we have 

x(A I?/) = xv 1%) + x(U - 8) I ET). 
Proof First consider the case ;1= 0, for which we have k I$r 

k[B/H] % A,, where S = @(B/H) = {y E @+ I U, is not contained in H}; 
and similarly k I$ z As, where S’ = @(B/H’). Note that S = S’ u {/3}, so 
the character computation from Section 1 implies that 

x(k I~)=X(A,)=X(A..)X(kCXBI)=X(k I$)(1 -e--B)-1. 

Multiply both sides by 1 - emB to obtain 

x(k I “,) = x6 I C) + e-%(k I “,) 

=x(k IBH,)+x(-flB)x(k I;, 

=z(k I$,)+# I”,@ -P) 

=x(k IBH,)+x(--B I;,, 

by the tensor identity. Now multiply both sides by e” = x(A) and use the 
tensor identity on all three terms. [ 

LEMMA 3.2. For each 1~ A, define a G-module RH(A) by RH(A) = 
@y= 1 Rj, where 

Rj= @ (L$&J))‘~J 
YPnvl;) 

and N= l@+l. Here Lig*G(y)‘A~y denotes a direct sum of rl,y copies of Ljr,o(y), 
where rA,y is the dimension of (A I”,),. Suppose char k = 0, and let p be a 
negative dominant weight. Then the multiplicity of the (irreducible) G-module 
p I g as a summand of RH(A) is given by mH,A,p = CaeE w,p r,l,p8. 

Proof This is immediate from Theorem 1. 1 

LEMMA 3.3. Let H and H’ be as in Lemma 3.1. Then for all ,I E A and 
ALE -A, we have 

m H,d,p=mH’,l,p+mH,I--B,p. 

Proof mH,n,r=&E W.,, dim0, I”,),,, but for any $ we have 
dim(l I”,),,=dim(l I&),,+dim((l-fl) Is),, by Lemma 3.1. 1 

LEMMA 3.4. Let H be a closed, connected subgroup with T E H G B, and 
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suppose H # B. Then there exists a character I of T such that there exist 
infinitely many negative dominant weights p for which mH,i.,p = 1 (mod 2). 

Proof: We induct on d = dim(B/H). For d = 1, B/Hz U, for some tl E A. 
Then il 1 c E A 0 k[X,] with formal character x(n I”,) = e’( 1 + e -’ + . . .), so 
all weight multiplicities are equal to 0 or 1. Note n(n 1 g) = { 1- na ( n 2 0}, 
which consists of weights which lie on a ray in E with apex i and in the 
direction of -a. For any such ray there are two possibilities: either it con- 
sists entirely of weights which are singular relative to the dot action of W 
(i.e., each J - na is on a wall of a chamber for this action of W), or the ray 
crosses finitely many walls and all the weights lie in the interior of one 
chamber for n large enough. The reader should have no trouble seeing that 
A may be chosen such that the second of these possibilities holds. In par- 
ticular for n 9 0, A - na is the only element of its orbit under the dot action 
of Won E which belongs to A(1 I E). But this implies that ri,,i,-na = 1 for all 
n and if n $0, ri.,p = 0 for all p E W. (A - na). Let c(,, be the unique negative 
dominant weight conjugate to 2 - na under the dot action of W. Then for 
n%O we have that rnn,>.+= 1 which gives the lemma for d= 1. 

In general, choose H’ 2 H with H’/H g U, for some root BE @+. 
Because dim(BJ H’) < dim(BJ H) we assume inductively that there is a 1 
such that there are infinitely many distinct p’s for which m,,,,l,P z 1 
(mod 2). But by Lemma 3.3, for each such p, either mr,i,p or mH,,_P,P is 
odd. It follows that either infinitely many mn,I,p or infinitely many 
m,,,_8,p tire odd, so either 1 or 1-B works for H. 1 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of G with 
TS H c B. Suppose the characteristic of k is 0. Then L;I,o( - ) preserves 

finite dimensionality for all n iff H = B. 

Proof: We show the contrapositive, namely that H # B Z= there exists a 
negative dominant weight for which L>,o(;1) is infinite dimensional for 
some n. Observe that Lk,,(I) z Lng,,(Iz I”,) because B/H is afline [3], 
which forces the spectral sequence of induction created by (- ) I”,= 
( - ) 1 g 0 ( - ) ( ; to collapse. We now filter Iz 1: by it’s weight spaces, and 
compute L;, .(A 1:) by considering the associated spectral sequence of a 
filtration. This spectral sequence is not a derived functor spectral sequence; 
in fact it is not even a first quadrant spectral sequence. It is described for 
cohomology of complexes on page 327 of [ll]. See the discussion on 
page 42 of [14] for a construction of a suitable complex whose nth 
cohomology group is L&(y). (Alternatively one could rephrase the proof 
in terms of the long exact sequences induced by applying ( - ) 1 g to the 
various pieces of the filtration.) 

In this spectral sequence we have Ey9(1 1;) z L%?(y) for some 
y E /l(n 1 i). In other words, Ef, *(A I”,) has precisely the same composition 
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factors as RH(l) of Lemma 3.2. Since each Er”(nlE) is either irreducible or 
zero, we see each differential d?Q is either zero or an isomorphism. ET** 
consists of all those irreducibles which are not cancelled out when we take 
cohomology with respect to d:** . Each time a nonzero differential dyq 
occurs, exactly two copies of the same irreducible do not survive to the 
ET. * level. In particular Eq”(n I”,) is either zero or irreducible, and this 
argument can be iterated to obtain that the multiplicity of p 1: as a com- 
position factor of E,+ *(I. 1;) has t he same parity as it’s multiplicity in 
E,*, *(A I”,) for all r. Since the multiplicity p I g in E,+* *(A I f,) is given by 
mH,j.,l we obtain the multiplicity of p lg in E% *(A I”,) is congruent to 
mH,A,p (mod 2). 

But Ecj,*(I 1;) has precisely the same composition factors as 
@c= O L;, .(A). In particular, if mH,l,p is odd, then at least one copy of p 1: 
cannot cancel under the taking of cohomology with respect to any differen- 
tial so lives forever to become a composition factor of L; &l) for some n. 
By Lemma 3.4, when H # B there always exists Xs for ‘which there are 
infinitely many distinct p’s with mH,l,fi z 1 (mod 2), hence Ez** has 
infinitely many distinct composition factors. It follows that L;,,-(A) is 
infinite dimensional for some n. 1 

COROLLARY 3.6. Conjecture A is true in characteristic 0. 

Proof This follows from Proposition 3.5 and the discussion in 
Section 2. 1 

4. RELATED RESULTS 

We begin by stating an equivalent form of Conjecture A. 

Conjecture B. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of a reductive G 
containing T. Suppose L&( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for all n, 
where Pz H is any parabolic subgroup of G. Then H is a parabolic 
subgroup of G. 

To see that they are equivalent, note that Conjecture B *Conjecture A, 
because G is itself parabolic in G. Conversely, if Conjecure A holds, and 
HG P c G is given such that L&. ( - ) preserves finite dimensionality 
for all n, consider the spectral sequence of induction created by 
(-) I;=(-) Igo(-) 1;. We have Ep9(V)=LpP,G(L&,p(Y)) which con- 
verges to LpHJ( V). Because L& (V) is finite dimensional for all q, and 
LPp,G( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for all p, we obtain Ep( V) is finite 
dimensional for all p, q, hence the same is true for Ep&p( V) and so also for 
L>,J V) for all n. Thus L:,G ( - ) preserves finite dimensionality for all n so 
H is parabolic by Conjecture A. Hence Conjecture B holds also. 
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The reason for restating the conjecture in this form is because of 
Theorem 4.7 below which shows that in prime characteristics, Conjecture B 
holds at least in the case of a minimal parabolic of G, so there is some 
evidence for the validity of Conjecture A in prime characteristics. 

We have some more evidence in small rank cases. For example, let G be 
of type Al. Then the only connected solvable groups containing T are T 
itself and a Bore1 subgroup B = T. U, where y E @J. 

But L.$,J - ) does not preserve finite dimensionality. For example, take 
n=O and V=k to get k IG,rk[GITzk[G/T]. Since Tis a reductive sub- 
group of G, G/T is an af!ine variety [3] of dimension > 1, so k[G/T] is an 
infinite dimensional algebra. Thus the conjecture is true trivially for G of 
type A 1, in any characteristic. 

Next let G be reductive, Tc Hs B, and let J E A. Define the Euler 
characteristic E”(A) by 

EH(jl) = i (- 1)” dim ~5;. Jjl), 
If=0 

where N = I @+ (. Recall that L;J1) z L&(A 1 E) for all n. Thus 
EH(l) = E,(L I;), and the Euler characteristic on G/B (recall the 
identification with the sheaf cohomology groups) is well known to be 
independent of char k. 

If char k = 0 and H # B we know we can find a I with dim LL,~(IZ) = oc, 
for some n, because Conjecture A is true. Suppose we can show such a il 
exists with the further property that EH(IZ) is infinite, for example, by 
finding a 1 such that L;,Jl) is infinite dimensional for precisely one value 
of n. Since EH(IZ) is independent of char k, it follows that L&J - ) cannot 
preserve finite dimensionality for all n in prime characteristics either. Then 
the conjecture would hold also in prime characteristics. This technique is a 
feasible approach if rank G = 2. For example, we have: 

THEOREM 4.1. Conjecture A is true for G = SL,(k) in all characteristics. 

ProoJ: The root system for G is type A,, with simple roots A = {a, 8). 
As in the characteristic zero case we may assume that H is solvable: 
T E HE B. If @(H) is empty then H = T, but k I “, is infinite dimensional in 
any characteristic, so H does not satisfy the hypothesis of the conjecture. 
On the other extreme if @P(H) = @+ then H = B and there is nothing to 
prove, so we may assume 1 < I@( H)I i 2. If I@( H)I = 2, then not both U, 
and U, are subgroups of H, hence HZ T. U,,, or T. U{,). By symmetry 
we may assume Hz T- UC,). By Theorem 2.2, ( - ) Ig preserves finite 
dimensionality in this case. If 1 E -Q + then 
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One checks that every weight y of 1 1 t has the property that Lng,Jy) = 0 if 
n 2 2. Hence EH(A) = dim(l 1 g) - dim Lh .(A) and A I$ is finite dimensional 
SO if L$,.(3,) is infinite dimensional in characteristic 0 it is infinite dimen- 
sional in characteristic p as well. But there are A’s for which ~?,k,~(l) is 
infinite dimensional in characteristic zero by Proposition 3.5. 

Now consider the case 1 D(H)1 = 1. Note that if I E - Q + then it is still 
true that Lk,G(IZ)=O for n> 2, so E,(A)=dim(l Ig)-dim Lk .(A). First 
consider the case H = T. U, +P. Then every weight multiplicity of 
(A l”,)~k I”,@A is equal to 1, because k I~=k[X,]@k[X,] and IX and /I 
are linearly independent. Consider A= p = tl+ p. By inspection we see 
A(p 1;) is contained in p+(-A+ us,(--/I+)us&-A+))np-Q+ 
where S, and sB are the simple reflections in the Weyl group associated to c( 
and /I. Moreover if p = --np, we see that ~1 g occurs once in the “0th 
degree” part R” of R,(p) and twice in the “first degree” part R’, since 
p 1; g Lh,,(s, .pL) z L&(ss 9~) by Theorem 1. This shows mH,p,P = 3 for 
every p= -np (n =O, 1, 2,...) and so Lb,,(p) is infinite dimensional. If 
p # -np, write p= -(r,o, +r,o,) for some nonnegative ri, and assume 
without loss of generality that r, < rZ. (oi is the fundamental dominant 
weight dual to a, and w2 is dual to B.) Then s,(p) E A(p I”,) but S&A) is not, 
so m H,p,p=2 if r,#r2. Moreover, EH(A) is the Euler characteristic of 
Ez *(A 1;) from Proposition 3.5, which is the same as the Euler charac- 
teristic of E:**(A 1;) = H( ) R ;1 because taking Euler characteristics com- 
mutes with taking cohomology. That is to say, E”(1) is the alternating sum 
cy=o ( - 1)’ dim Rj. Thus for A= p we see in fact that E,(p) = 
-C,“=odim(-np I$)= - cc since every occurrence of p 1; in R” pair with 
exactly one occurrence in R’ if p # -np, and pairs with two occurrences in 
R’ if p = -np. Thus p has the property that E,(p) is infinite as desired. 

It remains to handle the case H = T- U, or T. U,. Using similar 
methods it is easy to show that E,(k) = dim(k I$) -dim L;,,(k) = 
C,“=odim(-np (gG)=co.Th is completes the proof since for all relevant sub- 
groups H, either the hypothesis of the conjecture is not met, or else we 
have exhibited a I with E,(I) = f 03. 1 

Using similar techniques it can be shown that the conjecture is also true 
for groups of type B,. We have not made a serious attempt in case G is of 
type G2 because of the rather large number of relevant subgroups. 

We now look at a different way of using the finiteness property to 
characterize parabolics. This approach involves just the induction functors 
and not the higher derived functors, but works with a whole family of 
parabolics rather than a single one. Let 0(H) = {y E @ I U, E H} and 
A,= A n G(H). 

LEMMA 4.2. Let TG H c B and suppose k 12 is finite dimensional for 
some nonempty JC A. Then Q(H) n 0: # 4. 
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Proof: If @(H) n @J’ is empty, then @(H) E @+ - @J’ or HE T. U,, 
where U, is the unipotent radical of P,. Thus k I? “, L k I$ and we have 
seen (Corollary 2.3) that k 1 p. v, is infinite dimensional for nonempty J. 1 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let T c H c B and suppose there is a minimal parabolic 
P, Vor some CI E A) such that k 12 is finite dimensional. Then a E A,. 

Proof. Since a E A the result follows from 4.2 with J= {a}. 1 

COROLLARY 4.4. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of G containing 
T. Then H is parabolic iff there is a Bore1 subgroup B of G such that k 12, B 
is finite dimensional for all a E A. 

Proof If H is parabolic, there exists a Bore1 subgroup BE H and 
Hn B= B. Thus k IcnB= k (2 E k for all a E A. Conversely if there exists 
such a B with all k 1 $n B finite dimensional, then 4.3 gives a E AHnB for all 
a E A. Thus U, s H n B for all a E A. But then H n B contains the group 
generated by these U,, which is the unipotent radical U of B. Thus 
B=T.UsHnBsBso B=HnBand H?B.Hence His parabolic. 1 

This characterization says roughly that H is parabolic in G if induction 
to each minimal parabolic preserves finite dimensionality. But is it really 
necessary to use all the P,‘s? We may cut down on the number of functors 
involved as the next lemma shows: 

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose Ts HE B and that k 12 is Jinite dimensional for 
some a. Then A, contains a and every simple root not adjacent to a on the 
Dynkin diagram for @. 

Proof: If k 12 is finite dimensional it follows (see 7.9 of [ 141) from 
Wedderburn’s Theorem that it must actually be isomorphic to k. Now 
k I~~kC~/~~l~ O,,ckCU,l as k-algebras and T-modules, where 
C = @+ - G(H). Clearly k is a B-stable subspace of this B-module, so we 
may define the rational B-module Q by the short exact sequence: 

O-+k+kI;-+Q-0. (4.51) 

Induce (4.51) up to P, to obtain a short exact sequence of P,-modules: 

O+k+kI~+QI~-+O. (4.5.2) 

This is exact on the right by the version of Kempf’s theorem for P, (see 
4.6 of [14]). But the first map in (4.5.2) is an isomorphism by our 
assumption, so Q 12 = 0. Suppose a is not in A,, so a E C. Then the 
polynomial ring k[X,] is a tensor factor of k 15. Thus X, corresponds to a 
weight vector of weight -a in k I 2. Clearly, the B-submodule generated by 
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X, contains only multiples of X, and the constant functions, so the coset 
zE = X, + k in Q represents a nonzero maximal vector of weight -a in Q. 
Thus we have a nonzero B-homomorphism -a + Q, which induces up to 
an injection - 01 12 + Q 12 because induction is left exact. But a E n y) so 
-a 13 # 0, a contradiction because Q 13 = 0. Thus a E A, and this gives 
another proof of Corollary 4.3. 

However, we can go further, because if fi is any simple root not in A,, 
then the same argument gives a nonzero B-homomorphism -B + Q. 
Now if b #a and is not adjacent to tl on the Dynkin diagram, then 
(/&cc)=0 so -/?Eny}; in fact -fi is a character of P,. Thus we get 
-fll?z -jcQ 13, which gives the same contradiction. 1 

COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose H is a closed connected subgroup of G contain- 
ing T. Then H contains a Bore1 subgroup B (so is parabolic) iff there exists 
an a~ A such that k I$,-,B is finite dimensional and such that k I gn B is finite 
dimensional for every fl which is aaacent to u. 

Proof Apply Lemma 4.5 to Hn B. 1 

In particular if a is an end node for the Dynkin Diagram, and /? is the 
immediately adjacent node, only two modules k I cn B and k I pn B need be 
checked. This cuts down the number of P, involved to two. This is the best 
one expects, since there are known examples of nonparabolic subgroups 
with T G H and yet ( - ) I $ preserves finite dimensionality. So it is unlikely 
that (-) I Dns preserving finite dimensionality by itself is enough to force 
H to be parabolic. The above results say we can force H to be parabolic if 
we vary a. Now we look at the situation where P, is fixed but we consider 
L;, P,( - ) for all n. That is, we are back in the situation of Conjecture B. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of G containing T. 
Then H contains a Bore1 subgroup B (so is parabolic) iff there is a simple 
root cc such that Lkn B.pa (k) is finite dimensional for all n. 

Proof Suppose H n B # B, so that A, # A. Since P, is minimal, only 
GnB& (k) and LA .,,W are nonzero. Since k I2,, B is finite dimensional, 
by 4.5 we know that A, contains a and all fl E A not adjacent to a. Thus 
there is a BE A, with (8, a) CO. Note the sequence (4.5.1) fits into a 
commutative diagram of B-modules: 

o- k -klzflB- -0 Q 

O- klB. T UiP) --I$,,- Q,-0 
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In this diagram f is injective, g is surjective, and Cok(f) z Ker( g) by the 
snake lemma. We will apply induction to this whole diagram. Observe 
that the spectral sequence of induction with Epq( I’) = L~B,~~(LL, & V)) 
and converging to LpH+nyB,pa (I’) actually collapses to an isomorphism 
LnHnB,P, (v~‘L”,,&uvLB ) because B/H n B z U/U, is afline [3], where 
U, is the unipotent radical of B n H. Using this and the fact that if k 12 is 
finite dimensional it must be isomorphic to k, we obtain Q 13 and 
(Ker(g)) 13 are both 0, as in 4.5. Moreover the same isomorphism also 
shows that L:nB,P, (V)=O if n>l, so upon applying (-)I? to the 
diagram above we obtain first that k 12 uip) g k, and the following exact 
sequence : 

O-+Q, I3 5 L:..,,,,,(k)~L:,,,,(k)~L~.,(Q,)~O. 
(Where we have replaced LL,,(k 1:. uiaj) by Lk. Ufpj,P,(k), which is in fact 

also isomorphic to Lk,.=(Ker(g)) because L;,,(k) = 0.) Next observe that 
the weights of Ker(g) all have the form -n/I for some n > 0, as 
k LIP)= k[X,]. Since /I is adjacent to ~1, we have ( -nB, a) > 0, so every 
weight of Ker( g) is in A y). In particular LO,,,( -nb) = 0 = Li,,( -n/3), so 
Li,,(Ker( g)) is filtered by the modules Li,,( --n/I) as n ranges through 
1, 2, 3, . . . . Each of these is nonzero in any characteristic by Serre duality, so 
LLJKer( g)) is infinite dimensional. However, Lkn B,P,(k) is finite dimen- 
sional by hypothesis, so reference to the exact sequence above shows that 
Q, I3 is infinite dimensional. In particular, since every weight multiplicity 
of Q, is finite, we obtain A(Qi)n --,4?) is infinite by 4.11 of [14]. 
However, we can say more than that, namely that A(Qi) contains p, for 
n $0, where p, is some weight with p,, less than or equal to s,. (-nfi) in 
the partial order for P, ; that is, p,, + rtl = s, . ( -nfl) for some r 2 0. Indeed 
we have /i(L’,.,,{ contains s,. ( _nii~ho) = U,“= 1 4,. (-NV 13) by Serre duality, which 

for all n. However from the above exact sequence we 
see that by assumption Cok(G) is finite dimensional, hence A(Im(8)) 
contains s, . ( -n/I) for n % 0; i.e., A( Qi 13) contains s, . ( --$I) for n % 0. 
But if PE~Q~), P I3 contains only weights which are greater than or 
equal to p in this partial order, hence the claim follows by filtering Q, by 
its weight spaces. Note that p,,~A(Qi)nEt,~). 

Let J= {cr, /I> and observe that A(k I”,)=A(k[B/H])c -Q+, hence 
A(k ( 5) A EJ G - ( QJ) + . It follows that the only monomials A’; in k[ B/H] 
with weights in EJ are those with y E @ :. Next observe that tl is adjacent to 
b implies that ( -/I, a) E { 1,2,3 }. Let A4 be the subspace of Q spanned by 
the monomials in Q of the form X, + nor for n = 0 1, . . . . ( - p, cr ) (that is, 
monomials corresponding to the cc-string through B). Note that X,, E Q if 
and only if y is not an element of G(H). Because /I is not an element of A,, 
X, E Q and so M # 0. Note also that a monomial of the form X:X; belongs 
to the algebra k[B/H] if and only if A’, and X, both belong to k[B/H], as 
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the latter is a polynomial ring. It follows that any weight vector of Q of 
weight - (/I + ra) for r 6 ( - fl, a) must be a multiple of X, + rO1. (Because 
the only other possibilities are multiples of monomials of the form X, + ..X: 
where s $ q = r, but these do not belong to k[B/H], as X, is not an 
element of R[B/H].) We now claim that the subspace M is a B-submodule 
ofQ.IndeedifyE@+, express E = y - (fi + rc1) in terms of the simple roots. 
If E has both negative and positive coefficients, or all nonnegative coef- 
ficients, then E is either not a root or a member of Q + , and in either case 
not a weight of Q g k[E/HJ/k. Hence U, fixes X,, ,O1. On the other hand, if 
E E -Q + , being less than -(/I + ra), it must be of the form - (/? + r,a) 
with r i < r, or of the form - rl a, with ri < r. In the first case, either 
- (/I + rl a) is not a weight of k[B/H] and U, fixes X, + TL1 or else U, sends 
X,,,, to itself plus multiples of the monomials belonging to M and in the 
second case U, sends Xs+ ra to itself plus multiples of monomials of the 
form Xl for some n. However, X, is not a monomial in Q because a E A,, 
so U, fixes XB+rcr after all. In every case we have shown U,(M) c M for all 
y>o, so B(M)cM. 

We now claim that the condition that n(Qi) contains p,, for n $0 
(together with the assumption that fi is not an element of AH) implies that 
ra + /I is not an element of @P(H) for all r = 0, 1, . . . . ( - /3, a). The proof of 
this breaks up into cases depending on ( -b, a). We prove the claim in the 
case when ( - j?, a) = 3, and also finish the proof of the theorem in that 
case by getting a contradiction to the assumption that /I is not in A,. The 
other two cases are handled similarly and are left for the reader. 

So assume that ( -b, a) = 3, so that the root system QJ is of type Gz 
and a is the short root. Suppose that b + 3a E Q(H), so that the monomial 
XB+3rx does not belong to Q. Then as A(k[B/H])cA+(@+-Q(H)) and 
both a and b+ 3a belong to Q(H), we see A(k[B/H])&A+({b, P+a, 
p + 2a, 28 + 3a)). On the other hand, s, . ( -np) = -n(3a + b) + a, and for 
n > 1, one easily sees that neither s, . (-nfl) nor /J, is a member of that 
cone (draw a weight diagram!). As n(Q i) c_ A(k [B/H]), this is a contradic- 
tion because fin E .4(Q1) for n 9 0. Thus /I + 3a is not an element of @J(H), 
and hence neither is /I + ra for any r < 3. (Indeed if Up + ra c H and U, G H, 
it follows that U B + 3o1 c_ H.) Thus M is a four-dimensional B submodule of 
Q and the subspace M, spanned by monomials Xs+,, for r < 3 is a B stable 
subspace of it4 of dimension 3 and the subspace Mz spanned by monomials 
with r < 2 is a B-submodule of M, of dimension of 2. Thus we have short 
exact sequences of B-modules: 

O+M,+M-+ -(/?+3a)-+O, 

O+M2-+M1+ -(/?+2a)+O, 

0-t -fl-+M2-’ -(b+a)-0. 

481/121/Z-4 
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Now apply (- ) 13 to each of these sequences and note that M, z Q 
implies M, 1 BP, = 0 for each i because we know that Q 12 = 0. From the last 
of these sequences we get LL,.r( -p) E LL,,(M,) because ( - (/? + c1), a) = 
+ 1 implies Lng,pa( - (/I + LY)) = 0 f or all n (Theorem l(a)). But Serre duality 
implies that LL,,( - /I) is isomorphic to -(/I + 21x) 13 which is three 
dimensional, so Lh,,(M,) is th ree dimensional. From the second sequence 
we get the exact sequence: 

Since the first two terms are three dimensional, we obtain LL,,(M,) = 0. 
However, from the first sequence we get 0 # -(/I + 3~) 13 c Li,,(M,), a 
contradiction. Thus in this case we see that /I must also be in A, if p is 
adjacent to ~1. Since we have already shown that /?E A, if /3 is not adjacent 
to a or if /?=a, we obtain that A,=A and so HnB=B and H is 
parabolic. 1 

As remarked above this shows that Conjecture B holds in the case of a 
minimal parabolic P,. We conclude by mentioning another well-known 
property of induction from a parabolic. If P E G is parabolic and M is an 
irreducible P-module, then M 1: (if nonzero) has an irreducible socle. It 
turns out that this property also characterizes parabolic subgroups. This is 
discussed in [13]. 
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